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The BMW M6 is a car that abandons the M division's historically precise and nimble philosophy
for a more heavy-handed approach. When you have more than hp and just as much torque at
your disposal, that's not necessarily a bad thing. All are equipped with a twin-turbo 4. M6
coupes and convertibles get staggered inch alloy wheels, while Gran Coupes receive inch units.
All three models are shod in high-performance rubber. These performance enhancements give
the M6 surprisingly high limits considering curb weight of up to pounds. In spite of that, the M6
doesn't offer enthusiasts the driving experience we've come to expect from M cars. We said of
the BMW M6 coupe, "â€¦despite all that grip and all that power, the M6 doesn't move or
communicate as well as lighter, sportier cars in this price range. Initial understeer can transition
through neutral to oversteer with a boot of throttle exiting tighter bends, but road feeling seems
like it's filtered through thousands of pounds of metal, leather, and rubber. By the time it
reaches the driver, it's been censored enough that the feeling of involvement is minimal. A pair
of way power adjustable M Multi-Contour front seats is standard, along with Merino leather
upholstery, carbon fiber trim, and dual-zone automatic climate control quad-zone in Gran Coupe
models. Other standard features include hands-free keyless entry and push-button start,
soft-close automatic doors, ambient lighting, Bluetooth and USB connectivity, rear-view camera
with parking sensors, a navigation system with a M6 coupe and convertible models have the
option of a new Competition package, which includes exclusive inch alloy wheels, revised
suspension, mechanical steering, a sport exhaust system, and a hp bump. Watch Originals.
Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on
many variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation.
See All Specs. Raw power and acceleration Luxurious interior Imposing looks. Doesn't handle
as well as competition Numb steering feel Too many sport settings. Expand All Vehicle
Overview. Key Competitors. It's a lot of car, but maybe that's the problem. All Model Years The
Competition Package starts by adding an extra 15 horsepower under the hood, so the
high-revving V-8 engine now delivers a total of horsepower. Once the output was increased,
BMW engineers made extensive modifications to the chassis setup. They have installed
improved suspension and damping systems and retuned the stabilizer bars for added rigidity.
The M6 Competition Package also adds an Active M Differential with its own control unit that
ensures a more direct mapping to enable firm and secure contact with the road. The car is
offered with exclusively designed inch M light-alloy wheels and a sport exhaust system with the
customary M twin tailpipes in black chrome. Thanks to the new Competition Package, all the
driving dynamics attributes of the M6 have been increased to their highest level. The standard
BMW M6 is powered by a 4. This engine delivers a total of horsepower between 5, and 7, rpm,
and pound-feet of torque. With this amount of power, the M6 sprints from 0 to 60 mph in just 4.
Top speed is limited to mph. The Vantage is offered with two different engines: a V-8 and a V
The first one delivers a total of horsepower in the standard version and horsepower in the S
version. The downside is that with the lower power comes significantly reduced performance,
but the Vantage V8 will match the M6 in the twist and in luxury. This V12 version delivers a total
of horsepower and will take you up to an incredible top speed of mph. Additionally, the Vantage
V12 sprints to 60 mph in only 4. This means it is closer suited to match wits with the M6, though
it still comes up a little short in the power department. Porsche is making us wait the
new-generation Turbo, but rumors suggest the model will bring tons of innovations. Porsche
will also offer high-end tech features, like brake regeneration and stop-start systems that will
help reduce fuel consumption by about 12 percent. They are high-performance sports cars,
each with an individual character and all sharing the claim of turning superior performance
attributes into an incomparable driving experience. The ensuing hallmark M driving
characteristics now present themselves in an even more intense, concentrated and impressive
guise. Its features open up a new dimension of dynamics in customary BMW M style. The
Competition Package was specifically conceived to enhance handling properties, in adherence
to the principle applied to the development of all BMW M automobiles: fine-tuning the
suspension technology to the performance curve of the engine to bring maximum performance
in line with consistently superlative responses that are precision-controllable even in highly
dynamic driving situations. Along with the suspension and damping systems, the stabiliser
bars have also been more tautly tuned. In the BMW M5 this adjustment has resulted in a
lowering of the car by around 10 millimetres. The potential inherent in the rear axle design â€”
based on the race-derived principle of the rear axle subframe being bolted to the body â€” and
the even more precisely calculated elastokinematics for the front axle are exploited to the full in
the models featuring the Competition Package, with the aim of enhancing driving precision. The
Active M Differential on the final drive â€” standard on all models â€” is also issued with its own
control unit in conjunction with the Competition Package. In combination with the modified
set-up for the suspension, damping and stabiliser bars, this results in further improved traction.

The new hydraulic rack-and-pinion steering with the M-specific Servotronic function, moreover,
has more direct mapping to enable firm and secure contact with the road while further
increasing the agility of the vehicle during cornering. Beyond this, the configuration of the
chassis control systems has been adapted to the specific suspension profile. The package
additionally includes exclusively designed inch M light-alloy wheels along with a sport exhaust
system featuring customary M twin tailpipes in black chrome that lend an unmistakable sporty
note to both the look and the sound of the car. This makes for an even greater range between a
supremely relaxed driving style and emotion-laden sportiness in the overall set-up of the
relevant model. This more pronounced differentiation is most noticeable when spontaneously
switching the set-up with the help of the M Drive buttons on the steering wheel. The contents of
the Competition Package make for optimised performance characteristics in all models, as
demonstrated for example by 0. Cornering dynamics and elasticity are also enhanced â€”
something that is noticeable in everyday driving but most powerfully experienced on the race
track. In particular in conjunction with the optional M carbon ceramic brakes, all the driving
dynamics attributes associated with BMW M automobiles are experienced at the highest level.
Read More. Press Release They are high-performance sports cars, each with an individual
character and all sharing the claim of turning superior performance attributes into an
incomparable driving experience. View the full press release Hide press release. What do you
think? Car Finder:. BMW M6. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us.
Automotive journalist job. Introduced in the coupe body style, the M6 was also built in
convertible and fastback sedan 'Gran Coupe' body styles for later generations. An M6 model
was built for each of the first three generations of the 6 Series. In most countries, the model was
badged the MCSi, however the equivalent model in North America and Japan was simply
badged in "M6". The E24 series became a " world car " for the and model years, sporting the
same bumpers and aerodynamic treatments as its high-performance counterparts across all
markets. A total of 5, cars were produced. The exterior styling was overseen by Karl Elmitt.
From a 6-speed manual gearbox was offered in North America, only examples were produced
with a manual gearbox Coupes and Convertibles. Production of the M6 ended in mid, with sales
over the five-year run totalling 9, for the coupe and 5, for the convertible. The differential is an
electronically-actuated "Active M" limited slip differential. Emphasis was placed on safety with
BMW Motorsport producing an "FIA-approved safety cell in accordance with the very latest
safety standards". The engine only faced some modifications for use in motorsport. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. High performance version of the BMW 6 Series. Motor vehicle.
Coupe and Convertible". Retrieved Retrieved 31 October Retrieved 7 October Archived from the
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Germany: Dingolfing. Grand tourer S. E30 M3. E36 M3. E46 M3. F80 M3. G80 M3. E12 Mi. E28 M5.
E34 M5. E39 M5. F10 M5. F90 M5. E24 MCSi. E86 Z4M. E85 Z4M. Odometer readings from sales.
Bids and final prices. Real sale descriptions. All info from Basic Report. Odometer readings
from DMV. Not enough reasons to want it? Try to click here. We give you not only record like a
car was at some auction on some date, we give you exact price how much it was sold for, we
show you pictures that were used on that auction. So will be able to see how car looked some
time ago. We guarantee that our events list contains all information you need to make a
decision about buying the car. Would like to see some examples before purchase? Click here.
We run a blog with stories about car fraud. Here are some recent stories: Title Washing Maserati
Moneypit Salvage Grand Turismo with odometer rolled back several times within a few years.
Fully fixed with suspicious odometer. Odometer changed from k mi to k mi. Odometer rolled
back after the accident. You won't get detailed list of events but you will get all photos and other
data from all sales that we have for this vehicle. When you get the report you will get full
resolution photos. Sales Insurance auctions Classifieds. Found historical records. Last reported
odo: mi. Sale Record dealer auction. Sale Record classifieds. We provide sales history and
maintenance records of vehicles. You can see recent sales data including sale prices and
photos, car condition, historical damages, number of owners, odometer readings, and other

important information. We also use artificial intelligence to automatically flag cars for potential
odometer rollbacks and suspicious sales activities. According to our research, there are
thousands of cars with rolled back odometer and "washed" titles on the market today. We
helped hundreds of people to save thousands of dollars. Read testimonials in reviews section.
Here are some recent stories:. Salvage Grand Turismo with odometer rolled back several times
within a few years. Two salvage auctions within a year. Salvaged several times within a year.
Basic Report. Premium Report. All these features are based on a model in general. This specific
vehicle may differ. Similar vehicles sales records. Other vehicles sales records. ORG is not
responsible for the accuracy of any information. ORG provides all service and materials without
representations or warranties of any kind, either expressed or implied. See Terms of Use for
more details. Porsche did it with the Panamera. Aston Martin did it with the Rapide. The concept
of the 4-door high-performance "sport coupe" continues to catch on around the world, and now
BMW continues the trend as it expands its M6 lineup for with the addition of the 4-door M6 Gran
Coupe. It joins the automaker's existing 2-door M6 Coupe and Convertible, and comes equipped
with the same beefy, twin-turbocharged hp V8. Available for all three M6 trims, the package
boosts horsepower for the V8 to and features retuned chassis components and an upgraded
Active M differential designed to deliver optimal performance and handling. The M6 Gran Coupe
artfully combines the best features of a sedan and a coupe, melding them into a functional yet
very fast vehicle. And those 4 or 5 passengers better make sure they lock their seatbelts firmly
in place, because the M6 Gran Coupe rockets from mph in just 4. Needless to say, this is not
your father's family sedan. All that power comes from the 4. In addition, the V8 produces a
whopping lb-ft of torque over a broad range from 1, and 5, rpm, with a rev limit of 7, rpm. With
that much power available at such a low rpm, it's no wonder the Gran Coupe jumps off the line
as quickly as it does. The V8 drives the vehicle's rear wheels through a high-torque 7-speed M
double-clutch transmission, borrowed from the M5 and M6 Coupes. BMW offers a 6-speed
manual transmission as an option. The drivetrain also includes an Active M Differential, which
distributes power to the wheels in a balanced fashion for optimal performance. BMW limits top
speed to mph. The M6 Gran Coupe borrows its chassis and suspension from the M5, but BMW
adds a number of upgrades, including reinforced chassis mountings, aluminum suspension
components and an aluminum rear axle subframe bolted to the body, ensuring a rigid structure
and precise handling. BMW also includes its M Dynamic Damper Control system with
electronically controlled shock absorbers and driver-selectable Comfort, Sport and Sport Plus
modes, each offering a progressively stiffer suspension. M-specific Servotronic speed-sensitive
hydraulic power steering, rather than the electronically controlled systems found on some
competitive vehicles, also includes Comfort, Sport and Sport Plus settings, allowing drivers to
choose the level of steering precision and feedback. The advanced Dynamic Stability Control
DSC system, which works in conjunction with damper control, features an M Dynamic Mode,
which overrides the system for drivers who prefer to toss the vehicle around the corners. An M
brake system includes 4-wheel ventilated antilock disc brakes with blue metallic 6-piston
calipers, although buyers can add M carbon-fiber ceramic composite brakes, which help reduce
weight and have a greater resistance to heat. A standard Brake Energy Regeneration system
converts kinetic energy into electrical power for use throughout the vehicle. The Gran Coupe
rides on inch double-spoke light alloy wheels, while the M6 Coupe and Convertible get inch
forged alloy wheels. All trims receive run-flat performance tires. The M6 Gran Coupe stretches
4. Out front, the Gran Coupe displays a unique black-and-chrome M dual-kidney grille, which
distinguishes it from the other M6 trims, as well as large air intakes. The HID auto-leveling
headlights, standard across the line, include dynamic auto-leveling, corona rings, cornering
lights and retractable headlight washers. LED headlights with automatic high beams are
optional. Aerodynamic body skirts give the sidelines a concave look, while the Gran Coupe's
low roofline flows easily to the shoulders and rear end, adding to its aesthetics. An aluminum
hood, soft-close automatic aluminum doors, rain-sensing wipers, Shadowline exterior trim and
heated power auto-dimming side mirrors are also included on the Gran Coupe, as well as on the
M6 Coupe and Convertible. The Gran Coupe and Coupe are both outfitted with a lightweight
carbon-fiber composite roof panel, while the Convertible gets a power-operated black softtop
with a heated glass rear window, although owners can opt for a Moonlight Black or beige
softtop at no additional cost. At the rear, the Gran Coupe receives a unique carbon-fiber diffuser
apron, and all trims get quad chrome exhaust pipes, which complete the look. The Gran Coupe
also receives a number of unique interior features, including a bi-color leather and Alcantara
headliner, 4-zone automatic climate control and available heated rear seats. All M6 trims come
standard with Merino leather upholstery and way power-adjustable M multi-contour heated front
seats with 4-way lumbar support and memory for both the driver and passenger. The Gran
Coupe also includes a split-folding rear seat. All M6 trims come standard with Black Carbon

Fiber interior trim, although owners can add Gray Poplar or Fineline Oak wood interior trim at
no extra cost. A rear-view camera and Park Distance Control for both the front and rear are also
displayed on the screen. In addition, BMW includes its iDrive on-board controller with 8
programmable memory buttons on all trims. The Coupe gets the same system but with 4
additional speakers, for a total of The optional Competition Package, newly available for all M6
and M5 trims, adds a number of track-inspired features and components to the standard
high-performance package. For starters, BMW gooses output from the V8 by 15 hp to and
stiffens the anti-sway bars, damper calibrations and coil springs. In addition, the automaker
uniquely tunes the Active M differential and reprograms the steering system, and even makes
adjustments to the DSC's M Dynamic Mode to further enhance performance and handling.
Finally, the package adds unique inch M light alloy wheels and a sport exhaust system with
tailpipes finished in Black Chrome. An Executive Package, also available for all M6 trims, adds
such features as a heated steering wheel, ventilated front seats and a head-up display, as well
as heated rear seats for the Gran Coupe. In addition to DSC, all M6 trims include such safety
features as front and side-impact airbags, active knee protection, an electronic park brake with
automatic hold, adaptive brakelights, brake-fade compensation and brake drying, as well as a
start-off assistant, which prevents roll-back on slopes. The Convertible also includes a Rollover
Protection System. In addition, BMW Concierge Services with critical calling and an Assist eCall
system with emergency request and automatic collision notification come standard on all M6
trims. Testers say the M6 Gran Coupe achieves its goal of combining the best elements of a
family-friendly sedan layout with those of a road-eating world-class sports coupe. What's most
impressive, reviewers say, is the way the Gran Coupe easily shifts between these two modes,
offering a comfortable ride around town while opening up in exhilarating ways when pushed on
the highway or around curvy roads. He currently resides in California. Murtuza Superb,
excelent, astonishing, fun, fast, luxury, premium, beauty or beast no matter what words I
choose it's not enough to describe what this car is. If you bought this car congrats, for those
who didnt listen, too bad, you dont know what you are missing out on. Corvette or GTR are in
no comparison due to it being a Chevy and the other "nissan". Bottom line they are still that
brand, this is unmatchable luxury full of stunning options and premium fun. Buy m Average
user score. Based on 5 reviews. Review by Murtuza. Review by Tibah ndam. Updated Oct 22,
What's your take on the BMW M6? Report Murtuza Superb, excelent, astonishing, fun, fast,
luxury, premium, beauty or beast no matter what words I choose it's not enough to describe
what this car is. Have you driven a BMW M6? Rank This Car. Cars compared to BMW M6. Have
questions? Ask a question. Browse questions. Favorite Favorite. BMW M6 Experts. Know more,
shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Luxury
Convertibles - User Rankings. Best Luxury Convertibles. Most Powerful Luxury Convertibles.
Best Handling Luxury Convertibles. Best Looking Luxury Convertibles. Best Family Luxury
Convertibles. Best Luxury Convertibles in Value. Select Year Remember Me? User Name
Remember Me? Good afternoon. Im looking at M6 Gran Coupe, possibly a or Thanks for the
feedback! Appreciate 0. Lieutenant Colonel. Second Lieutenant. I have '14 M6GC still under
factory warranty and I just took it in to the dealership yesterday for a "minor rear diff seal leak".
This was found when I got the car last year and had a PPI done. Other than that no issues. First
Lieutenant. Has been out of warranty for a year and a half. No mods except for exhaust flap
remote. My buddy that has been a master tech at BMW for over 10 years has told me that our
cars are pretty solid cars. Of course there is small annoying things that can happen and are
common issues like most cars but can be easily fixed. Dealership will want like 4 times that. So I
would factor all that in as well. All that being said, I have a with 60k miles. I only needed to
replace plugs and 1 coil but generally plugs should be replaced at that time. Appreciate 1.
Flying Ace I posted this in another thread asking a similar question, I ended up with a M6 GC
fully optioned with the competition package. But I have come across a few posts where engines
have been replaced. The transmission seems to be fine, but if you are planning on increasing
power there is always an increase in risk associated with the engine and transmission. So their
next assumption is the evaporator which is buried in the dash. The overall situation has been an
absolute pain to deal with. Private First Class. All stock. Bought used 27k, now has 43k.
Replaced leaking turbo crossover pipe, turbo coolant return lines, turbo coolant heater jacket,
leaking oil return cover, air intake tubes, crankcase vent hose. Originally Posted by DarkMastyr.
Enlisted Member. Originally Posted by mikerx5. Great question! Also read it could be foxed via
an update? Originally Posted by ts-m6. I have the car for a year and at 52k, I had to replace a
battery and the rear axles leak a little bit. Other than that, it has been rock solid. So far the M6
GC has been the most well built car I have had. No rattle and materials are high quality.
Originally Posted by KrazyKorean. SA telling me they need to replace the whole cluster.. I own a
M6 GC with 37K miles on it. Haven't ran into any issues. Also i don't daily drive it. Lieutenant

General. More days points over on the m5 section of the forum. Basically same car. All times are
GMT The time now is AM. Privacy Policy - Terms of Service. Mark Forums Read. User Name.
Thread Tools. Appreciate 0 Tweet. Find More Posts by E55 Bulldog. Find More Posts by Flo Find
More Posts by arucano. Appreciate 1 Flying Ace Find More Posts by KrazyKorean. Find More
Posts by Jeffxxx. Find More Posts by malcoll. Find More Posts by DarkMastyr. Find More Posts
by mikerx5. Quote: Originally Posted by mikerx5 Great question! Find More Posts by ts-m6. Find
More Posts by eundo. Find More Posts by JC Find More Posts by M6monk. Find More Posts by
Flying Ace. Posting Rules. It's good has good traction and has good ac very comfortable heater
works really good plus it has very good system and good speakers and is a very attractive car
gets good mileage for the tank I think it is very spacious rides smooth on the freeway and I have
not had any problems with it. It is a fantastic vehicle with an incredibly smooth ride. The interior
is all leather and luxurious. Change Year. Owner Reviews. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me.
Select Model: 2dr Cpe. Optional Torque: ft. Optional Horsepower: hp. Optional Curb Weight: lbs.
Exterior Features Wheels: 19" x 9. Mechanical Features Engine: 4. Compare Models 2dr Cpe.
Rear Wheel Drive. Number of cylinders. Gasoline Fuel. Wheels: 20" x 9. Body-Colored Rear
Bumper. Body-Colored Front Bumper. Chrome Door Handles. Trunk Rear Cargo Access. Bucket
Front Facing Rear Seat. Extended Merino Leather Seat Upholstery. Full Cloth Headliner. Fixed
Rear Head Restraints. Front And Rear Map Lights. Driver And Passenger Door Bins. Cargo Area
Concealed Storage. Leather Door Trim Insert. Illuminated Glove Box. Full Alcantara Simulated
Suede Headliner. Fade-To-Off Interior Lighting. Delayed Accessory Power. Power Fuel Flap
Locking Type. Garage Door Transmitter. Interior Lock Disable. Front Cigar Lighter s. Audio
Theft Deterrent. Window Grid Diversity Antenna. Bluetooth Wireless Phone Connectivity.
Real-Time Traffic Display. Front And Rear Parking Sensors. Forward Collision Mitigation.
Curtain 1st And 2nd Row Airbags. Airbag Occupancy Sensor. Driver And Passenger Knee
Airbag. Crystal G wrote on November 22, Spike B wrote on October 22, See All Reviews 2.
Continue to Overview. Heads up! Highlighted items are for OEM wheels, the rest are
replacement options. The market is the region where the car was sold or is still being sold.
Found a bug? Have a question about BMW M6 wheel specs? Share your knowledge! WheelSize. Wheel fitment and tire size guide and knowledge base Last Update: Feb. Search Form for
vehicle model, tire size or rims Choose a tab below to get fitment data for your vehicle or to find
difference between t and tl fuses
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vehicles matching your criteria. By vehicle what wheels will fit your car By tire size what
vehicles use this tire size By rim size what vehicles use this rim size Add Wheel Size Widget to
your website New! Search by car make, year and model. Make Year Model. Wheel Size Widget
for your website! Page navigation by markets: Heads up! BMW M6 M6. It is measured in
millimeters. Some factory wheels have a center bore that matches exactly with the hub to
reduce vibration by keeping the wheel centered. Rim width in x rim diameter in J is mounting
flange type. ET35 is positive offset of 35mm. It is vital not to deviate too far from the offset of the
wheel originally fitted to the vehicle. PCD is measured in mm. See Alloy Wheel fitment
information for BMW M6 for other model years: Try our Wheel Calculator Help us with our new
project TiresVote. Submit tire review. Your email was successfully sent. Notify about the error in
selected text Add your data and comments Send us the correct data Other.

